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Herein, the amorphous structure of Ge–Se–Sb–N chalcogenide thin films is
investigated through Raman, infrared, and X-ray absorption spectroscopies in the
light of the electrical performances of such materials once integrated in ovonic
threshold switching (OTS) selector devices. In particular, it is shown that the
presence of homopolar and wrong bonds in the amorphous structure has a
detrimental impact on the subthreshold leakage current of the OTS devices.
Although the presence of Sb–Sb and Ge–Sb bonds tends to increase the leakage
current in pristine devices, the presence of Se–Se bonds is correlated to a
significant device-to-device dispersion of subthreshold characteristics after the
device initialization. Finally, the incorporation of a proper N concentration in
Ge–Se–Sb glass permits to suppress the homopolar bonds, leading to a very low
leakage current and a low device-to-device dispersion.

Resistive crossbar arrays represent nowadays a valuable solution
for the design of innovative memory systems for storage class
memory applications. In this architecture, the memory element
is located at the intersection of the word lines and the bit lines.[1]

Such a parallelism induces the inherent creation of sneak paths
and leakage currents (Ileak) that can induce cell-to-cell disturban-
ces upon programming, as well as failure in cell reading.
Therefore, each resistive memory cell (1R) of the crossbar array
requires to be integrated in the back end of line (BEOL) in series
with a BEOL selector (1S) to form a so-called 1S1R device. The
BEOL selector device has the function to replace the commonly
used selection made by a transistor. Among the different BEOL
selector technologies that are studied in the literature, the one
based on ovonic threshold switching (OTS) materials represents
one of the best and most promising technological solution, as
demonstrated by the recent commercialization of the Optane

memory by Intel and the intense research
and developments around OTS in the last
years.[2–10]

OTS materials are amorphous chalco-
genide exhibiting the unique property,
upon electric-field application, to switch
from a highly resistive state, the OFF-state,
to a metastable conductive state, the ON-
state, when the applied voltage exceeds
the threshold voltage Vth.

[11] When the
ON-state current is decreased below the
holding current Ih, the material recovers
its highly resistive OFF-state. A typical
current–voltage characteristic of an OTS
device is shown in Figure 1a. The OFF-state
is responsible for the leakage current in
unselected cells, whereas the ON-state is
used for the programming and the reading

operations of the memory device.
OTS selectors have to fill different requirements that depend

also on the electrical parameters of the memory element. It
should ensure an optimized threshold voltage to limit unwanted
switching events, a threshold current compatible with the coin-
tegrated resistive memory, a low leakage current Ileak (i.e., low
OFF-state current), and a thermal stability compatible with
CMOS BEOL integration for which the material could typically
experience a thermal stress of about 400 �C.[12] Most of the OTS
materials that fulfill all these specifications are chalcogenide
glasses composed by one or more chalcogen elements, in general
Se and/or Te, glass former elements such as Ge, Si, or As and
sometimes light dopant atoms such as N or C atoms. Thus, OTS
materials are quite complex amorphousmaterials and the control
of their structure and of their properties becomes a key challenge
for applications.

In this article, by means of the material engineering of
Ge–Se–Sb–N system, we evidence the link between the local
order in the amorphous structure of OTS materials, investigated
by Raman, infrared, and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) spectroscopies, and the subthreshold current behavior
when integrated in selector devices. Despite Sb incorporation in
Ge–Se films allows to significantly decrease the threshold voltage
of such glasses,[13] it exhibits the major hindering drawback of
decreasing the thermal stability against undesired crystallization,
leading also to a detrimental increase in the leakage current.[14]

It was previously demonstrated that N-doping helps to stabilize
the amorphous phase of Ge-based chalcogenides.[15–17] It also
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induces an increase in the bandgap,[16,18] leading to a beneficial
decrease in the leakage current.[14,19]

In that context, in addition to the incorporation of N in
Ge–Se–Sb films permitting to increase the amorphous phase sta-
bility, we evidence its beneficial impact on reducing the leakage
current in Ge24Se56Sb20 (GSS) film. Finally, we discuss the link
between such device performances and the amorphous structure
of GSS films exhibiting different N concentrations.

OTS selector devices require a first initialization step called
“firing.” This first switching event occurs at a higher voltage
value (fire voltage or Vfire) than the one used in all following
switching operations (threshold voltage or Vth). The evolution
of Vfire and Vth as a function of N-doping is plotted in Figure S1,
Supporting Information. Moreover, an increase in Ileak is
observed after the firing. Figure 1b shows the evolution of the
leakage current measured at Vth/2 before (i.e., on as-fabricated
pristine device) and after firing (i.e., after the application of
the first electrical pulse) for Ge24Se56Sb20 (GSS) thin films as
a function of N concentration labeled as N_x, being x represen-
tative of the N2 gas flow used in Ar/N2 plasma of the reactive
sputtering deposition process (see also the I–V characteristics
plotted in Figure S2, Supporting Information). The GSS film free
of N exhibits a pristine leakage current of about 10�10 A that dras-
tically increases more than two orders of magnitude up to 10�8 A
after the firing. When N is incorporated in GSS, we observe a
reduction in the pristine leakage current below 10�11 A and
an increase of only about one order of magnitude of the post-
firing leakage current. However, whereas the variability of the
leakage current values of pristine devices is low, with data almost
distributed all around the median, N doping in GSS films seems
to induce an important increase in the dispersion on the post-
firing leakage currents with a large spread toward the high cur-
rent values. Indeed, for high N content, we observe a large spread
of the data over three orders of magnitude. However, for a spe-
cific N content (N_2) in GSS film, low leakage current values with

low variability are observed, even after firing. Thus, even if N
doping is beneficial for the improvement of the thermal stability
and the reduction in the leakage current, the N content has to be
carefully dosed. To get a better insight on such phenomenon, we
performed a detailed analysis on the impact of N incorporation
on the amorphous structure of GSS films.

To understand the role of N-doping in GSS, the amorphous
structure of GSS films with different N contents was investigated
using Raman, infrared, and EXAFS spectroscopies. All these
complementary techniques are powerful tools to easily get infor-
mation on the local structure and the bonding configuration
inside the amorphous material. Figure 2a shows the Raman
spectra measured on GSS films as a function of the N content
(see the Experimental Section). N-free GSS film is characterized
by the Raman modes of Ge–Se and Sb–Se bonds. The Ge–Se
Raman modes are located at 200 and 215 cm�1 corresponding
to Ge–Se vibration in corner- and edge-sharing GeSe4/2 tetrahe-
drons, respectively.[20–23] The Raman modes of Sb–Se bonds
appear at 190 cm�1 and correspond to Sb–Se vibrations in
SbSe3/2 pyramids.[21,24] Moreover, an intense mode around
160 cm�1 is also observed and can be attributed to Sb–Sb bonds
in Se2Sb–SbSe2 ethane-like motifs.[21,24] When N is incorporated
in GSS, this Sb–Sb mode progressively vanishes. When the
N_2 composition is reached, the Sb–Sb shoulder at 160 cm�1

is not further visible, but for higher N content, a mode near
260 cm�1 progressively appears and can be attributed to Se–Se
vibrations.[20,22]

In Figure 2b, the Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR) spectra of the different GSS films acquired in the Ge–N
absorption range (see the Experimental Section) are shown.
Surprisingly, when N is incorporated in GSS, a broad absorp-
tion band with multiple contributions located at �650 and
�750 cm�1 appears and progressively increases with the N con-
tent. It must be emphasized here that this double absorption
peak does not perfectly match with the expected single
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Figure 1. a) I–V characteristic of an OTS device describing the switching from the low-field highly resistive OFF-state to the highly conductive ON-state
when the applied voltage exceeds the threshold voltage/current value (Vth/Ith). After the switching, when the applied voltage is decreased below Vth, the
ON-state can be maintained down to the holding current (Ih), at which the material recovers its highly conductive OFF-state. The leakage current Ileak is
defined as the current value measured at a voltage equal to Vth/2. b) Evolution of the leakage current values and their dispersion from the median value
measured on OTS devices (see Experimental Section) for different N contents labeled as a function of the N2 gas flow used in Ar/N2 plasma of the reactive
sputtering deposition process of the OTS thin films. The introduction of N in Ge24Se56Sb20 films allows decreasing the leakage current. Furthermore,
using an appropriate N content permits to obtain OTS devices exhibiting very low dispersion of the leakage currents, whereas high N contents are
characterized by a broad dispersion toward high leakage current (see text).
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contribution usually observed near 700 cm�1 for amorphous
GeNx films.[25–27] In our case, the splitting of the main FTIR
absorption band can be the result of the presence of different
environments around the localized Ge–N bonds and GeNx

motifs in the amorphous matrix. Indeed, ab initio simulations
predicted that the local atomic configuration around N atoms
in N-doped amorphous GeTe phase-change materials’ thin films
consists of two main structural motifs (NGe3 pyramids and NGe4
tetrahedrons) at the origin of two slightly separated absorption
bands.[28] However, the experimental FTIR spectra of N-doped
GeTe films do not exhibit such bimodal contribution. This could
be the result of the slight discrepancy generally observed in the
amorphous structure between N-doped GeTe films obtained
by sputtering deposition and the melt-quenched glasses of the
simulations.[29] Nevertheless, the presence of different atomic
environments has also been studied in N-doped Ge2Sb2Te5 films,
in which a Ge nitride phase separation occurs when nitrogen
is incorporated, leading to the formation of two amorphous
phases.[30] It is also demonstrated that this phase separation
appears predominantly for high N-content. Such an observation
is in accordance with our FTIR spectra for which the two contri-
butions of the bimodal IR absorption peak become more well
defined as the N content is increased.

To get more information on the local order in our amorphous
materials, the films were analyzed by grazing incidence X-ray
absorption spectroscopy (GIXAS) acquired at the Ge, Se, and
Sb K-egdes (see the Experimental Section). The EXAFS spectra
and the corresponding FTs of N-doped and undoped GSS layers
extracted from the XAS acquisitions are shown in Figure 3
(see the Experimental Section for raw data treatment procedure,
details on fitting procedure for the quantitative analysis of
EXAFS, and Figure S3, Supporting Information, for fitting
curves as well as Table S4, Supporting Information, for quanti-
tative results on atomic neighbors, coordination numbers (CNs),
and interatomic distances). As shown in Figure 3b and Table S4,
Supporting Information, the EXAFS data clearly confirm the

presence of Ge–Se and Sb–Se bonds at RGe–Se� 2.39 Å and
RSb–Se� 2.64 Å in the GSS films, as well as the presence and
increasing number of Ge–N bonds at R� 1.84 Å after N incor-
poration. However, XAS analysis also shows the presence of
Ge–Sb bonds at RGe–Sb� 2.64 Å in the GSS film, not visible
in Raman and IR characterizations, as well as the possible for-
mation of Sb–N bonds at RSb–N� 2 Å when N is incorporated in
the GSS matrix. These results are in good agreement with previ-
ous EXAFS, neutron diffraction, and X-ray diffraction study on
Ge–Se–Sb materials.[31] From the point of view of CNs, quanti-
tative EXAFS analysis follow approximately the so-called Mott
rule generally used as reference in such systems.[32] The slight
deviations could be attributed to the limit of the accuracy of
the Mott rule (that predicts the total CN of an element as 8N,
N being the number of s and p electrons in the valence shell
of the considered element) as well as to the unavoidable noise
in the fluorescence collected data and correlations between
amplitude parameters (N and σ). It is noted that in XAS, it is
not possible to distinguish X–Se from X–Ge scattering paths,
as the electronic density of Ge and Se atoms being too
close. Thus, the considered environments are Se–(Ge/Se) and
Sb–(Ge/Se). EXAFS measurements confirm the presence of
Sb–Sb bonds as well as Sb–(Ge/Se) bonds.

Due to a more favorable enthalpy of formation, Se atoms are
preferentially linked to Ge atoms than to Sb atoms in GSS.[33]

Our GSS films (Ge24Se56Sb20) are chalcogen-deficient compared
with GeSe2 and Sb2Se3 stoichiometric compositions and with
compounds lying on the GeSe2–Sb2Se3 pseudobinary tie line.
As a result, in our Se-deficient and Sb-rich GSS films, Sb–Sb
bonds are thus promoted and appear in ethane-like Se2Sb–
SbSe2 motifs as observed in Raman spectra at 160 cm�1.
Moreover, the absence of shoulder or peak in Raman spectra
near 140 cm�1 corresponding to the main Raman mode of amor-
phous a-Sb phase[34] indicates that there is no segregation or
formation of a-Sb phase or Sb clusters in GSS film. However,
since Raman modes of Ge–Se and Sb–Se expected respectively
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Figure 2. a) Raman spectra of N-doped Ge–Se–Sb films for different N contents labeled as a function of the N2 gas flow used in Ar/N2 plasma of the
reactive sputtering deposition process. The main modes are reported in the figure. The main contributions correspond to Ge–Se and Sb–Se modes in
GeSe4/2 tetrahedrons and SbSe3/2 pyramids, respectively. Compositions with a low N content exhibit Raman signature of Sb–Sb homopolar bonds,
whereas for a high N content, Se–Se bonds appear. For a specific N concentration (GSS-N_2), neither homopolar Sb–Sb nor Se–Se bonds are observed
in the Raman spectra. b) FTIR spectroscopy acquired on the Ge–Se–Sb–N OTS thin films. The FTIR spectra are centered on the region of Ge–N absorp-
tion bands. After N introduction in the Ge–Se–Sb films, Ge–N bonds are formed with absorption modes centered around 700 cm�1. The nonzero
absorbance visible on the N-free Ge–Se–Sb film is a residual signal resulting from imperfect subtraction of contributions of the Si substrate and
the 20 nm thick SiN capping layer (see the Experimental Section).
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at 200 and 190 cm�1 are very close, it is difficult to confirm the
presence of Sb–Se bonds only on the basis of the Raman spectra.
EXAFS measurements permit to confirm unambiguously the
presence of Sb–Se bonds as well as Sb–Sb bonds in GSS film.
Moreover, EXAFS quantitative analysis gives a Sb–Sb coordina-
tion number CNSb–Sb ¼ 0.8� 0.3 that is close to 1, confirming its
most probable presence in ethane-like Se2Sb–SbSe2 motifs as
observed on Raman spectra rather than in a nanosegregated
Sb phase for which significantly higher CNSb–Sb would be
expected.[35] Despite the lower CN of Sb–Sb bonds compared
with Ge–Se ones, the intensity of the Sb–Sb Raman mode at
160 cm�1 is surprisingly close to the one of Ge–Se modes.
This effect could be the result of the higher polarizability of
Sb bonds,[36] meaning that the relative intensity is not relevant
to quantify the bonds proportion. EXAFS analysis also shows that
the excess of Sb tends to create wrong Ge–Sb bonds that are less
probable but previously observed when Sb is incorporated in
excess in Ge–Sb–Se glasses.[31] Wrong (Ge–Sb) and homopolar
(Sb–Sb) bonds are known to significantly affect the electronic
density of states (DoS) of amorphous chalcogenides with intro-
duction of band tail and midgap states.[37–40] These defect states
have been held responsible for an increase in the subthreshold
current Ileak due to an increase in the Poole–Frenkel trans-
port.[19,41,42] The increased density of the electronic defect states
and the reduction of the energy barrier for the electrons promote
the charge hopping and therefore an increase in the electrical
conductivity of the OTS material. Moreover, Sb is known to dete-
riorate the thermal stability of Ge–Se compositions, promoting
the segregation and crystallization of Se and Sb–Se phases.[14,43]

This local segregation can be at the origin of the significant
increase by several orders of magnitude of the leakage current
after the firing, as shown in Figure 1b, and resulting from the
important Joule heating that can be expected when the current
flows through the device in the ON-state.

The reduction of the number of homopolar Sb–Sb bonds can
be achieved by decreasing the Ge content (i.e., increasing the Se
concentration), to increase the fraction of Se bonded to Sb.
However, Ge being a good glass former in chalcogenide glasses,
decreasing the Ge concentration is not suitable for OTS applica-
tions because it can lead to a detrimental degradation of the ther-
mal stability of the material. Thus, for this purpose, N-doping is
preferable. Indeed, upon increasing the N concentration in GSS
films, a progressive formation of Ge–N bonds occurs at the
expense of the Ge–Se bonds, as depicted by the decrease of
Ge–(SeþSb) CN. More Se atoms are released and available to
form bonds with Sb. This is evidenced in Raman spectra, where
the Sb–Sb mode progressively vanishes as the N content in GSS
films is increased, as well as in FTIR spectra where the Ge–N
absorption band concurrently increases. The same trend is also
seen in the EXAFS analysis where all Ge–N, Sb–(Se/Ge) and
Se–Sb CNs increase with the N concentration. For the highest
N contents, the valence of Sb atoms being fully filled, Se–Se
bonds progressively appear in the Raman spectra at 260 cm�1.

From all the above observations, the most interesting feature
is that for a specific N content (sample GSS-N_2), no homopolar
Sb–Sb nor Se–Se bonds are detected in the amorphous by both
Raman and EXAFS spectroscopies. The reduction in detrimental
Sb–Sb and Ge–Sb electronic defect bonds thanks to N-doping
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Figure 3. a) Room temperature k2-weighted EXAFS spectra and b) their FT acquired at Ge, Se, and Sb K-edges on N-doped Ge24Se56Sb20 thin films
deposited with N2 gas flow varying from N_0 to N_2. The position of interatomic distances in the FT for the Ge–Se (Se–Ge), Sb–Se (Se–Sb), Ge–N, and
Sb–N bonds is indicated by vertical dashed lines.
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leads to a decrease in the pristine leakage current below 10�11 A
for N-doped GSS samples, which represents a reduction in more
than one order of magnitude compared with undoped GSS.
Moreover, after firing, an increase in the leakage current of only
about one order of magnitude is observed. We think that beyond
the removal of homopolar and wrong bonds, N-doping also
increases the glass rigidity and amorphous phase stability
thanks to the formation of strong Ge–N and Sb–N covalent
bonds. Indeed, it was demonstrated that an optimized N-doped
GSS OTS material called GSSN (corresponding to the sample
here labeled as GSS-N_2) is able to sustain high-temperature
annealing of 400 �C while keeping state-of-the-art OTS
performances.[42]

For upper N concentrations (N2 flow > N_2), the formation of
Se–Se bonds observed in the Raman spectra does not induce any
significant increase in the pristine leakage current measured
before the firing, probably thanks to the high bandgap of amor-
phous selenium of 1.9–2 eV.[44] But, after the firing, such devices
exhibit the highest dispersion in leakage current values spread-
ing over two up to three decades (Figure 1b). On the contrary,
GSS-N_2, for which there is no evidence of the presence of
Se–Se bonds, shows the smallest dispersion of leakage currents,
even after the firing. We think that the increase in the dispersion
in the samples with high N concentration can be the result of the
stochastic formation of localized conductive paths during the fir-
ing step. This can result not only from the decrease in the amor-
phous phase stability induced by Sb incorporation but also from
the local formation of metallic Se[45] clusters or chains in the
films. Indeed, the thermal stress induced by the Joule heating
effect, occurring when the current flows through the device in
the ON state, can boost such phenomenon. Such localized seg-
regation and crystallization in the OTS films can increase ran-
domly the leakage current of the devices after the firing.

The main structural features as a function of the N content in
GSS OTS films are shown in Figure 4 with a plot of the relative
change in number of Sb–Sb, Ge–N, and Se–Se bonds derived
from the integral of corresponding Raman and IR modes.

The number of homopolar and wrong bonds reaches its mini-
mum and becomes equal to zero for the optimized GSS-N_2
sample that exhibits the best performance in terms of leakage
current values and current dispersion.

To summarize, we studied the link between bonding config-
urations in amorphous structure of N-doped Ge–Se–Sb chalco-
genide thin films and their performances when incorporated in
OTS selector devices. A particular emphasis was made on their
subthreshold current characteristics currents that are shown to
be dependent on the material composition. We demonstrated
that the presence of homopolar/wrong bonds in the amorphous
OTS materials, mostly Ge–Sb, Sb–Sb, and Se–Se bonds, is detri-
mental for OTS reliability. In particular, homopolar/wrong
bonds such as Sb–Sb or Ge–Sb induce an increase in the leakage
current of the pristine OTS devices that is worsened further after
the initial firing step. The formation of Se–Se homopolar bonds
resulting from a too high N concentration in Ge–Se–Sb–N films
has no significant impact on the leakage current of as-fabricated
pristine OTS devices but induces a highly dispersed leakage cur-
rent values after the firing operation. Finally, we demonstrate
that the introduction of N in Ge–Se–Sb films is fundamental
to avoid undesired bonds. Adjusting the N concentration to form
Ge–N and Sb–N bonds permits to remove Sb–Sb and Ge–Sb
bonds, responsible for the increase in the leakage current.
Nevertheless, for highest N contents, the formation of a high con-
centration of Ge–N bonds (and in a less extent Sb–N bonds)
tends to release Se atoms that can form Se–Se homopolars, lead-
ing to the Se segregation that is detrimental for the post-firing
OTS leakage current variability. Hence, the optimization of
the N concentration in Ge–Se–Sb films allows to drastically
limit the presence of homopolar/wrong bonds and enables state-
of-the-art OTS devices with very low leakage current, high
thermal stability, and lowest device-to-device variability of
subthreshold characteristics.

Experimental Section
OTS thin films were deposited by magnetron cosputtering from

high-purity Ge30Se70 and Sb targets in an industrial cluster tool on
200mm Si-based substrates. The introduction of N in the Ge–Se–Sb thin
films has been achieved by means of reactive magnetron cosputtering
under Ar/N2 atmosphere (OTS films are labeled GSS-N_x with � being
proportional to the N2 gas flow used in Ar/N2 gas mixture). Film thick-
nesses, compositions, and deposition homogeneity over the 200mm sub-
strate were controlled by means of X-ray reflectivity and wavelength
dispersive X-ray fluorescence (WDXRF). The thicknesses of the films were
fixed to 50 nm for infrared and Raman spectroscopy and 200 nm for XAS/
EXAFS measurements. After deposition, all OTS thin-film samples were
capped in situ by a 20 nm thick SiN layer without breaking of the vacuum
to prevent surface oxidation.

For OTS selector devices fabrication, an OTS layer of a few tens of
nanometer was deposited on a top of a 350 nm diameter W plug used
as bottom electrode contact. Then, immediately after deposition of the
OTS layer, a TiN top electrode was deposited without breaking the vac-
uum, preventing oxidation of the OTS layer. Leakage currents were mea-
sured at Vth/2 in quasistatic DC mode. Data were collected on 54 devices
spatially distributed on the 200mm substrate. The leakage current values
correspond to the median of the distribution, and the dispersion bars rep-
resent the values at more or less 34% around the median.

Raman spectra were acquired using a 532 nm laser on a μ-Raman spec-
trometer. Intensity and exposure time were optimized to avoid any modi-
fication of the material under the focused laser beam.
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Figure 4. Change in the number of Sb–Sb, Se–Se, and Ge–N bonds as a
function of the N2 gas flow used for the reactive deposition of the
Ge24Se56Sb20 films. The plotted values were obtained by integration of
the contribution of the modes in Raman and FTIR spectra (see the
Experimental Section). For the optimized GSS-N_2 sample, the number
of both Sb–Sb and Se–Se homopolar bonds is close to zero.
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FTIR spectroscopy analysis was performed in transmission mode.
A sample consisting of only the 20 nm capping layer deposited on a Si sub-
strate was used as reference sample for subtraction of the contributions of
Si substrate and SiN layer to the FTIR spectra of OTS thin film samples.

To plot data of Figure 4, Sb–Sb, Se–Se, and Ge–N modes were inte-
grated after deconvolution of the different contributions of Raman spectra
for Sb–Sb and Se–Se modes and by integrating all the Ge–N absorption
bands of the FTIR spectra.

XAS measurements were conducted at the LISA beamline[46] using a
double crystal fixed exit monochromator equipped with Si(111) crystals.
In the different campaigns of data collection, harmonic rejection was
achieved either by Si-coated (Ecutoff¼ 15 keV with incidence angle of
2 mrad) or Pd-coated (Ecutoff¼ 18 keV with incidence angle of 3.6 mrad)
mirrors for Se–K and Ge–K edges, whereas for Sb–K edge, Pt-coated mir-
rors (Ecutoff¼ 40 keV with incidence angle of 2 mrad) were used. Data were
collected at T¼ 300 K in grazing incidence (incidence angle of 0.5�),[47]

and the signal was collected in fluorescence mode using a 12 element
high-purity germanium detector. Two to four spectra per sample were col-
lected to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

XAS data were reduced with the ATHENA[48] code and modeled with
the ARTEMIS[49] code. Theoretical EXAFS signals were calculated with the
FEFF8.1[50] code starting from GaN, InN, GaAs, GaSb structures and the
amplitude factors S0

2 calibrated on experimental data. This choice was
dictated from the fact that only for Ga and In, well regular structures
are available (wurtzite or zinc blende), and no major effect is expected
passing from Ga to Ge or Se and from In to Sb because the central atom
and backscattering phase and amplitude functions are practically coincid-
ing due to the similar atomic number. Data at the various K edges of the
same sample were fitted simultaneously to minimize the number of free
parameters.
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